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2.0 Background:
Our objective is to provide a distributed collaborative network of graphical and device independent
tools in a shared virtual environment, which can be used by Command and Control (C&C) personnel to
gain a strategic advantage.  Specifically we focus on the mission critical C&C interpretation of acoustic
undersea data from towed arrays for the Naval Undersea Weapons Center (NUWC) using the
CONRAY simulation models.  These simulation models can be extended to "real-time" data acquisition
systems.  Under the direction of personnel from NUWC and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) we
have identified a working prototype which we have successfully incorporated into our Device
Independent Virtual Environment Re-configurable-Scalable-Extensible (DIVERSE) tool that works in
stereo in the (C)AVE Automated Virtual Environment (CAVE), Immersive Work Bench (IWB),
Immersive Desk (I-Desk), desktop workstation simulator, and Head Mounted Display (HMD) systems
at the Virginia Tech Center for Virtual Environments and Visualization (CVEV). This effort has
evolved and become part of the 3D Visualization Project called TALOSS, which was originally called
SubVE.

Accomplishments:

Task 2.1a TALOSS: The Taloss project has ceased the active development phase here at Virginia
Tech and has entered the support and deployment phase due to the lifetime of the NAVCITTI grant.
We are now fully supporting NUWC with installation and usage of the TALOSS system on a day to
day basis. The personnel at NUWC are currently using TALOSS powered by desktop Linux
systems along with their existing SGI hardware.

The Simulation Based Design (SBD) of a moving towed array was demonstrated on the DIVERSE
powered Immersive Wall at NUWC.  One frame from the animated movie with a description of results
is shown in Figure 1. Also attached to this report is a one page summary of the NUWC/ Virginia Tech
SBD Partnering Initiative.

Task 2.1b DIVERSE API: The past quarter has been extremely productive for the DIVERSE API. Two
new additions to the DIVERSE API are now completed and ready to release to the public. These are
DPFGL and DADS-1.0. Along with DTK these two additional resources have been documented and
released on the diverse.sourceforge.net Web site.

DPFGL is the Diverse interface to openglPerFormer for openGL. This component of DIVERSE allows
support for raw OpenGL. This will enable task 2.1a to leverage more of the DIVERSE API's power if
the project is developed on a different grant. Also, this will allow the usage of many popular VR content
toolkits that are currently available. For the navy this will mean that they will have many choices as to
how it wants to display content in a virtual environment.

DADS is the DIVERSE Adaptable Display System that provides software support of commodity
hardware to replace monolithic SGI hardware. The DADS system provides greater performance than our
current SGI computer while only costing a fraction of the price. The advantage to the navy is that they



will be able to leverage DIVERSE to provide a foundation for next generation VR application
development. The DADS system can be used in conjunction with existing technology or can function in
a standalone configuration. The system works with current infrastructure so no new hardware is needed

5.0 Importance of the task to the Navy:

The new DPFGL DIVERSE software API for OpenGL and DADS  display system are documented for
reproduction and downloaded for the diverse.sourceforge.net Web site.  Furture upgrades will be
available and supported for future Navy projects.

Activities during the quarter: publications, conferences, demonstrations, visitors:

N/A
Issues if any:

None



Figure 1. One frame screen capture of SBD of a moving towed array with a description




